
PERSUASIVE ESSAY EXAMPLE PRO ATHLETES SALARIES

Free Essay: Topic: Professional athletes are overpaid Specific purpose: For example, Kobe Bryant is an accused rapist
or Jason Kidd who is.

Everybody should practice sports at least half an hour a day. The NCAA for instance is taking advantage of
college athletes that sign to a certain college or university Professional wrestling is not real, is just show.
Roger Federer and Rafael Nadal are the best examples of sportsmanship. Regardless of the type of sport being
played, college athletics became a source of big money and a revenue surplus to the Universities. Steroid
scandals hurt a team. Professional sports players should never become coaches. Furthermore, police officers,
firefighters, and doctors save lives while risking their own for a fraction of what sports stars make. Head
injuries are not taken seriously enough. The best sports players of all time. In addition, women's wages are
lowered by sex. Stating this, being a football player and attending school enrolled as a full time student as
well, we are basically putting forty-plus hours of work every week Sprouting from many court cases filed
against the NCAA to some ugly sandals dealing with the athletes themselves. Lance Armstrong should be
remembered as nothing more than a cheater. Team spirit is what really maximizes results. Student athletes
must be tested for drugs now more than ever. The Hawaii deep sea sportfishing industry must be better
controlled. This is illegal, but unfortunately true. They say that paying an amateur makes them professional
athletes and college students are simply not that. Golf has a major impact on business deals. Smoking should
be banned in stadiums. Players who cheat must be banned or punished regardless of age. Others believe that
the sports celebrities earn too much for their profession and this puts them at an unfair advantage. First of all,
do you pay equally to all student athletes? I think it is unethical and unfair for the National Collegiate Athletic
Association to punish athletes for trying to add a few dollars to their bank accounts. The Badminton footwork
and game strategies. How to relax your horse at equestrian tournaments. According to the NCAA regulations,
a person is not eligible to participate in any sport if they take pay or promise of pay for competing. Invest in
excellence sports achievements. In any other job, if you don't perform to your expectations, you're fired. In the
season, playing 3, minutes Michael Jordan made , dollars a day whether he played or not, equalling out to be
dollars a second. The Olympic Oath is considered perjury live on television.


